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Introduction 

This document highlights the updates included in WizPLC Version 2.1  

 

For more information about WizPLC on Windows, please refer to the WizPLC User’s 

Guide and Online Help.  

 

Appendix I, which describes the use of the new Library Functions, is supplied as a 

separate document. 

 

WizPLC 2.1 - Changes and Updates  

 

The following changes and updates are now available: 

WizPLC Development 

 

The ability to perform online changes has been improved. After starting WizPLC 

development and logging in to an already running project, the user can now upload code 

from a loaded WizPLC Runtime. 

 

The entire memory management is now dynamic, which allows the handling of bigger 

projects. 

 

The following options have been added or modified in WizPLC development: 

 

1. Sourcedownload 

2. Symbol configuration 

3. Language settings 

4. New I/O simulation driver 

 

1. Sourcedownload 

 

The Sourcedownload dialog box will open via the following path: 

 

Project  => Options => Sourcedownload 
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“Timing” controls when the project is loaded into the controller system.  The three 

available options: 

 

Implicit at load – allows the selected file range to be automatically loaded into 

the controller system on the command "Online Load." 

 

Notice at load – displays a dialog when the command "Online Load" is 

submitted. The following question is prompted: ”Do you want to write the 

source code into the controller system?”  Pressing “Yes” will automatically 

load the selected range of files into the controller system, while pressing “No” 

will not do so. 

 

On demand – loads the selected range of files only when expressly commanded 

by the "Online Sourcecode download." 

 

“Extent” determines how much of the project is loaded into the controller system.  The 

two available options: 

 

Sourcecode only – loads only the WizPLC file (file extension .pro). 

 

All files – loads the WizPLC file and all associated library files, configuration 

files, etc. 

 

As before, the project can be loaded manually via the following path: 

 

File => Open 

 

The “Open” dialog box is displayed. Here you select the file to be loaded. 
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A new feature also available on this dialog box is “Open project from WizPLC Run 

Time.”  By selecting the new “Run Time” button in this window, a WizPLC Runtime 

project can now be loaded. If there is no current connection to the Runtime, the 

“Communication Parameter” dialog opens to enter the “Name of the Network 

Station.”  If an online connection is made, a check will be made for duplicate project file 

names on the local PC.  If duplicate names are discovered, the “Load project from 

WizPLC Run Time” dialog is opened to allow the decision, whether or not to replace the 

local files by the file used in the WizPLC Runtime. 

 

It is necessary to assign a new name to a project loaded from the WizPLC Runtime to 

your local directory; otherwise it remains unnamed. 

 

If you attempt to load a project from the WizPLC Runtime before a project has been 

loaded, you get an error message. 

 

2. Symbol Configuration 

 

The Symbol configuration is used to generate a binary file of the application either for the 

OPC or if you need objects for a symbol file.  This would be necessary for a data transfer 

from an OPC server to an OPC Client.  

   

A short description of the menu items for this feature: 
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Dump symbol entries -- creates a binary file of the application 

 

Configure symbol file – allows selection of the objects from which you 

can create symbols in the symbol file (*.sym) 

 

Export variables of object – enables exporting of the variables of the 

selected object to the symbol file 

 

Export data entries -- creates an entry in the symbol file for each 

structure and array used in one of the selected objects (“Export 

variables of object” must be selected additionally.) 

 

Export structure components – creates an entry in the symbol file for 

each single variable of a structure used in one of the selected objects 

(“Export variables of object” must be selected additionally.) 

 

Export array entries – creates a separate entry in the symbol file for 

each variable of an array used in one of the selected objects (“Export 

variables of object” must be selected additionally.) 

 

Write access – enables an OPC server to modify the variables  

(“Export variables of object” must be selected additionally.) 
   

3. Language Settings 

 

In former versions, the language appearing on the windows of WizPLC development was 

set automatically according to the PC’s system settings. Now, any one of the three 

languages (English, French or German) can be chosen independently of the PC system 

settings. The following dialog in the Desktop window displays the language choices: 
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After having changed the language of the environment, the WizPLC development 

environment should be closed and restarted. Although an online change of all the menus 

is performed, there are some options, which will not be displayed (e.g. “create boot 

project”). After restarting, all the menus will work correctly with the new language. 

 

4. New I/O Simulation Driver 

 

The new driver “VPIWNDSIM” allows the checking of real I/O addresses beginning with 

the characters %Q and %I, without the need to use a communication card. This driver 

does not really supply inputs or outputs, or any simulation of them. This driver may be 

chosen like a communication board as shown below: 
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WizPLC Runtime 
 

Several new options are now configurable in WizPLC Runtime. The new “WizPLC 

Runtime Configuration” window is displayed below. 
 

 

 
 

The following new options exist: 

 

Disable buttons on run 

PCT Logfile 

I/O reset on stop 

I/O reset on breakpoint 

 

1. Disable buttons on run: 

 

This option disables both the “RESET SYSTEM” and the “CONFIG” buttons. The 

parameter “DISABLE_BUTTON “ is set from “0” to “1.” 

 

The only way to re-enable these buttons is to modify the Wizplc.cfg file. This file can be 
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located by following the path shown in the configuration window labeled “Working 

directory.” The “Working directory” will also allow changing the path inside the 

Wizplcrt.ini file. Formerly this path had to be entered manually into the Wizplcrt.ini file.  

This file shows all project related files that are needed for the Runtime (except *.pro 

files). 

 

Caution: The folder will not be created automatically. An attempt to write to a non-

existing folder will not allow creating a bootable project. 

 

2. PCT Logfile: 

 

A new logfile named WIZPLCPCT.log will be created. Internal PCT related information 

is written to this file to improve the trouble-shooting capabilities. This option should only 

be used to investigate problems since writing to the file uses extra execution time and 

disk space.  

 

3. I/O Reset on Stop: 

 

This feature does not appear in the configuration window. It must be changed manually 

by accessing the Wizplc.cfg file. The syntax is: 

 

 RESET_ON_STOP 1 

 

In this mode all the physical Outputs will be set to zero when the system is halted. The  

Tags keep their values and are ready for a warm start. 

 

4. I/O Reset on Breakpoint: 

 

This feature does not appear in the configuration window. It must be changed manually 

by accessing the Wizplc.cfg file. The syntax is: 

 

 RESET_ON_BP 1 

 

In this mode all the physical Outputs will be set to zero as long as the Runtime is in 

status: “HALTED ON BREAKPOINT.” At the same time all tag values will show the 

correct values. Be aware that the data sent to the fieldbus will be refreshed only at the 

conclusion of an entire cycle. 

WizPLC – C Connectivity 

 

A predefined initialization behavior is now requested for all user-written library elements, 
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which make use of the C language. The additional code, which has to be added to the 

project, is explained as below. This code is added in two sections, as shown in the 

following sample WizPLUser.dll: 

 

#include <windows.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <stdio.h>  

#include <math.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include "assert.h" 

// Frame for the main function 

BOOL WINAPI DllMain (HINSTANCE hInstDLL, DWORD fdwReason, PVOID 

lpvReserved) 

{ 

 switch (fdwReason)  

 {  

        /*  

         * The DLL is attaching to a process due to process  

         * initialization or a call to LoadLibrary.  

         */  

          case DLL_PROCESS_ATTACH:  

   //--------------First process--------------------- 

            break;  

  

        /* The attached process creates a new thread. */  

         case DLL_THREAD_ATTACH:  

            break;  

  

        /* The thread of the attached process terminates. */  

         case DLL_THREAD_DETACH:  

            break;  

         /*  

         * The DLL is detaching from a process due to  

         * process termination or a call to FreeLibrary.  

         */  
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         case DLL_PROCESS_DETACH:  

   break;  

         default:  

         break;  

 }  

     return TRUE;  

}  

 

// Typedef for the input parameters 

typedef struct 

{ 

 // inputs 

 USHORT in1; 

 USHORT in2; 

 char                  mystring[12]   /* should be in WizPLC STRING(11) ! */ 

 // output 

 USHORT result; 

char                  outstring[22]   /* should be in WizPLC STRING(21) ! */ 

 

}FB_PLUS_STRUCT; 

 

__declspec(dllexport) 

void Plus(void *pInst) 

{ 

 FB_PLUS_STRUCT *pfb = (FB_PLUS_STRUCT *)pInst; 

 

 pfb->result = pfb->in1 + pfb->in2; 

 strcpy(pfb->outstring , pfb->mytstring ); 

} 

Start of new section 1 

__declspec(dllexport) 

BOOL Plusinit(FB_PLUS_STRUCT *pInst, BOOL bRetain) 

{ 
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 /* Initializing Function Block components */ 

pInst-> in1 = 0UL; 

pInst-> in2 = 0UL; 

strcpy(pInst->mystring , ""); 

pInst->result = 0UL; 

strcpy(pInst->outstring , ""); 

 if (bRetain) 

  return bRetain; 

 

 /* Initalize the retain variables only if bRetain is FALSE */ 

 return bRetain; 

} 

End of new section 1 

 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

static char* ExtRefTable[] = 

{ 

 "Plus", 

Start of  new section 2 

 "Plusinit",  

End of  new section 2 

 

// all other functions' names 

 "" // "" - should be the last in this list! 

}; 

 

__declspec(dllexport) 

char** DllGetExtRefTable(void) 

{ 

 return ExtRefTable; 

} 
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New Library Functions 

 

A new library (PCSEIL.lib, WIZPLWIL.dll) includes a set of new functions to better 

integrate the two products Wizcon and WizPLC. A complete description of these 

functions may be found in Appendix I. 

 

 This library features the following functions: 

 

1. Alarm Handling: 

StartAlert 

ChangeAlStatus 

SetAnnFilter 

 

2. Field Device Communication: 

CheckDevComm 

GetVpiPort 

SetVpiPort 

WTagStatus 
 

3. Macro Handling: 

RunMacro 

 

4. Recipe Handling: 

LoadRecipe 

SaveRecipe 

 

5. User Interface: 

LoadVP 

LoadNImage 

GotoZone 

 

6. Wizcon Connection: 

GetBackupMode 

SetBackupMode 

CheckWLife 

UserInfo 
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New System Functions (in PCSLIB.lib) 

 

The following functions have been added to ease the use of WizPLC. 

 

COMMSTATUSBLOCK 

 

 

COMMSTATUS

BLOCK 
CommError   

 
 

CommError 

This output indicates the actual status of the communication board. Any value 

other than “0” (zero) indicates a malfunction. (Error codes are hardware 

dependent.) 

 

This variable must be of type DWORD. 

 

SHUTDOWNBLOCK 

 
 

SHUTDOWN 

    BLOCK Command 
  

  
 

 

Command 

This input will cause a shutdown without any additional request for shutdown 

confirmation. 

 

This variable must be of type BOOL. 
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STOPBLOCK 

 
 

STOPBLOCK 

Command 
  

  
 

 

Command 

This input stop Runtime. All tags will stay fixed at their current values. The only 

way to resume is to click on the “RUN” button. 

 

This variable must be of type BOOL. 

 

New Check Library 
 

Note: If you include the new CheckUtils, you will be able to prevent the following 

Runtime exceptions from occurring in your project: 

 

CheckBounds: checks for range overflows 

 

CheckDivByte: checks for division by zero when the DIV operator is used (BYTE ) 

 

CheckDivDWord: checks for division by zero when the DIV 

operator is used (DWORD) 

 

CheckDivReal: checks for division by zero when the DIV 

operator is used (REAL) 

 

CheckDivWord: checks for division by zero when the DIV 

operator is used (WORD) 

 

These functions are invoked internally by the system, in other words, there is no need for 

the user to add these function calls explicitly. Since usage of this library adds more 

system overhead, your application will run slower; however, depending upon the number 

of checks, this extra time may not be perceivable. 

 

The following sample program (PLC_PRG) tests the CheckBounds function.  This 

function will not set the element 12 of the array A to TRUE, because the array A had only 

been defined for the range 0 to 7. Instead, the CheckBounds function will set the highest 

element of the array A to TRUE. 
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Additional User Information 

 

Use of Applicom 

 

Only the .dll files from Applicom version 1.2 or later will work with WizPLC version 

2.1. If you have earlier versions of these .dll files, then replace your old files with the files 

provided with the WizPLC installation CD. 

 

Likewise if you are using a Wizcon version earlier than 7.6, you must delete the 

Applicom.dll file resident in Wizcon\bin folder before installing WizPLC. 

Retain Data 

 

The retain options are described in the WizPLC Manual (pages 10-6 ff.) 

 

Global or Local variables inside WizPLC need to be declared as retain, with the 

parameter “RETAIN” or by entering a check in the box shown in the Autodeclare 

Window: 
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All variables declared as RETAIN will only be retained if the Retain option of the 

Run Time is enabled also. 

 

Do not forget to save your project after downloading it! Downloading the project to 

the Runtime is recognized as project change, and therefore if you do not save it, a 

later attempt to log in to a running project will reset all the retain variables. 

 

Restart After NT Crash 
 

The system creates some *.TMP files while running. These files are normally used to 

allow the reconnection of Wizcon to a running control application. When WizPLC 

terminates normally, these files are deleted. Although WizPLC in its hard real-time 

version continues to work even after an NT crash, there is no possibility to access the 

hard disk to delete these files. Therefore, we recommend strongly that you run some batch 

file with the following code to prevent malfunction: 

 

e: 

cd interkama 

del *.tmp 

 

where the application path of  C:\Wizplcrt.ini would be E:\interkama. 

 

New WizPLC.LOG File Messages Description 

 

The following part shows the newly added or changed messages of the WizPLC.log file. 

 

 

Old Message:   ---------------- N E W   S E S S I O N -------------. 

 

 

New Message:  ---------------- N E W   S E S S I O N ------------- 

WizPLC RT Version 2.1 

WinRT INFO: Wrong path was detected in WizPLCRT.ini, default path is used 

(“DEFAULT PATH”). 

 

The path defined in C:\WizPLCrt.ini is invalid. The WizPLC program will 

run on the basis of program and configuration files in the current directory 

(“DEFAULT PATH”). 

 

 

WinRT INFO: EVT(read part) is disactivated for updating data buffer. 

WinRT INFO: EVT(write part) is disactivated for updating data buffer. 
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Exchange Variable Task stops to exchange data between WIZCON and 

Runtime, while loading a new WizPLC program. 

 

 

WinRT INFO: EVTs stopped, starting to update data buffer. 

 

Exchange Variable Task stopped; new WizPLC program started to load. 

 

 

WinRT INFO: Finished to update data buffer, releasing EVTs. 

 

New WizPLC program was loaded into Runtime, Exchange Variable Tasks.  

 

 

WinRT INFO: EVT(read part) is activated. 

WinRT INFO: EVT(write part) is activated. 

 

 Exchange Variable Task started to run. 

 

 

WinRT INFO: Program with WIZCON tags was detected. 

  

 A WizPLC program that uses WIZCON tags is loaded into runtime. 

  

 

WinRT INFO: Program with NO WIZCON tags was detected.  

 

 A WizPLC program that doesn’t use WIZCON tags was loaded into runtime. 

 

 

WinRT ERROR: EVTs timeout occurred. 

 

 EVT synchronization error  

 

Structured Text Syntax 

 

The following examples should explain the use of the ST commands: 

 

The Structured Text consists of a series of instructions which, as determined in high level 

languages, (IF..THEN..ELSE) or in loops (WHILE..DO) can be executed. 

 

Example: 
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IF value < 7 THEN 

WHILE value < 8 DO 

value:=value+1; 

END_WHILE; 

END_IF; 

 

Expressions 

An expression is a construction which returns a value after its evaluation. 

Expressions are composed of operators and operands. An operand can be a 

constant, a variable, a function call, or another expression. 

 

Valuation of expressions 

The evaluation of an expression takes place by means of processing the operators 

according to certain binding rules. The operator with the strongest binding is 

processed first, then the operator with the next strongest binding, etc., until all 

operators have been processed. Operators with equal binding strength are 

processed from left to right. Below you find a table of the ST operators in the 

order of their binding strength: 

 

Operation    Symbol   Binding strength 

 

Put in parentheses   (expression)   Strongest binding 

Function call    Function name   

(parameter list) 

Exponentiation   EXPT 

Negate    - 

Building of complements NOT 

Multiply   * 

Divide    / 

Modulo   MOD 

Add    + 

Subtract   - 

Compare   <,>,<=,>= 

Equal to   =  

Not equal to   <> 

Boolean AND    AND 

Boolean XOR    XOR 

Boolean OR    OR    Weakest binding 

 

 

There are the following instructions in ST, arranged in a table together with an example: 

 

 

Instruction type      Example 

Assignment       A:=B; CV:= CV + 1; C:=SIN(X); 
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Calling a function block      CMD_TMR(IN := %IX5, PT :=300); 

 

Use of the FB output     A:=CMD_TMR.Q 

 

RETURN       RETURN; 

 

IF       D:=B*B; 

IF D<0.0 THEN 

 C:=A; 

ELSIF D=0.0 THEN 

 C:=B; 

ELSE 

 C:=D; 

END_IF; 

 

CASE         

CASE INT1 OF 

1:  BOOL1 := TRUE; 

2: BOOL2 := TRUE; 

ELSE 

BOOL1 := FALSE; 

BOOL2 := FALSE; 

END_CASE; 

 

FOR        J:=101; 

FOR I:=1 TO 100 BY 2 DO 

IF ARR[I] = 70 THEN 

J:=I; 

EXIT; 

END_IF; 

END_FOR; 

 

 

WHILE       J:=1; 

WHILE J<= 100 AND ARR[J]<> 70 

  DO 

J:=J+2; 

END_WHILE; 

 

REPEAT      J:=-1; 

REPEAT 

J:=J+2; 

UNTIL J= 101 OR ARR[J] = 70 

END_REPEAT; 
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EXIT        EXIT; 

 

Empty instruction      ; 

 

As the name already indicates, Structured Text is designed for structured programming, 

that is, ST offers predetermined structures for frequently used constructs, such as loops 

for programming. This offers the advantages of low error probability and increased clarity 

of the program. 

 

For example, let us compare two equally significant program sequences in IL and ST: 

A loop for calculating powers of two in IL: 

 

Loop: 

LD   Counter 

JMPC   end 

LD   Var1 

MUL   2 

ST   Var1 

LD   Counter 

SUB   1 

ST   Counter 

JMP   Loop 

End: 

LD   Var1 

ST   ERG 

 

The same loop programmed in ST would produce: 

 

WHILE counter<>0  

DO 

Var1:=Var1*2; 

Counter:=counter-1; 

END_WHILE 

Erg:=Var1; 

 

You can see, the loop in ST is not only faster to program, but is also significantly easier to 

read, especially in view of the convoluted loops in larger constructs. 

 

The different structures in ST have the following significance: 

 

Assignment operator 

On the left side of an assignment there is an operand (variable, address) to 

which is assigned the value of the expression on the right side with the 
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assignment operator := 

 

Example: 

 

Var1 := Var2 * 10; 

 

After completion of this line, Var1 has ten times the value of Var2. 

 

Calling function blocks in ST 

A function block is called in ST by writing the name of the instance of the 

function block and then assigning the values of the parameters in parentheses. In 

the following example, a timer is called with assignments for the parameters IN 

and PT. Then the result variable Q is assigned to the variable A. The result 

variable, as in IL, is addressed with the name of the function block, a following 

point, and the name of the variable: 

 

CMD_TMR(IN := %IX5, PT := 300); 

A:=CMD_TMR.Q 

 

RETURN instruction 

The RETURN instruction can be used to leave a POU, for example depending 

on a condition. 

 

IF instruction 

With the IF instruction you can check a condition and, depending upon this 

condition, execute instructions. 

 

Syntax: 

 

IF <Boolean_expression1> THEN 

<IF_instructions> 

{ELSIF <Boolean_expression2> THEN 

<ELSIF_instructions1> 

. 

. 

ELSIF <Boolean_expression n> THEN 

<ELSIF_instructions n-1> 

ELSE 

<ELSE_instructions>} 

END_IF; 

 

The part in braces {} is optional. 

 

 

If the <Boolean_expression1> returns TRUE, then only the 
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<IF_instructions> are executed and none of the other instructions. 

Otherwise the Boolean expressions, beginning with 

<Boolean_expression2>, are evaluated one after the other until one of the 

expressions returns TRUE. Then only those instructions after this Boolean 

expression and before the next ELSE or ELSIF are evaluated. 

 

If none of the Boolean expressions produce TRUE, then only the 

<ELSE_instructions> are evaluated. 

 

Example: 

 

IF temp<17 THEN  

heating_on := TRUE; 

ELSE 

heating_on := FALSE; 

END_IF 

; 

 

Here the heating is turned on when the temperature sinks below 17 degrees; 

otherwise it remains off. 

 

CASE instruction 

With the CASE instructions, one can combine several conditional instructions 

with the same condition variable in one construct. 

 

Syntax: 

 

CASE <Var1> OF 

<Value1>:    <Instruction 1> 

<Value2>:    <Instruction 2> 

<Value3, Value4, Value5>:  <Instruction 3> 

<Value6 .. Value10>:   <Instruction 4> 

... 

<Value n>:    <Instruction n> 

ELSE     <ELSE instruction> 

END_CASE; 

 

A CASE instruction is processed according to the following model: 

1. If the variable in <Var1> has the value <Value i>, then the 

instruction <Instruction i> is executed. 

2. If <Var 1> has none of the indicated values, then the 

<ELSE Instruction> is executed. 

3. If the same instruction is to be executed for several values 

of the variables, then one can write these values one after 

the other separated by commas, and thus condition the 
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common execution. 

4. If the same instruction is to be executed for a value range 

of a variable, one can write the initial value and the end 

value separated by two dots one after the other. So you can 

condition the common condition. 

 

Example: 

 

CASE INT1 OF  

1, 5:    BOOL1 := TRUE; 

BOOL3 := FALSE; 

 

2:    BOOL2 := FALSE; 

BOOL3 := TRUE; 

 

10..20:   BOOL1 := TRUE; 

BOOL3:= TRUE; 

ELSE 

BOOL1 := NOT BOOL1; 

BOOL2 := BOOL1 OR BOOL2; 

END_CASE; 

 

FOR loop 

With the FOR loop one can program repeated processes. 

 

Syntax: 

 

INT_Var :INT; 

 

FOR <INT_Var> := <INIT_VALUE> TO <END_VALUE> {BY <Step 

size>} DO 

<Instructions> 

END_FOR; 

 

The part in braces {} is optional. 

 

The <Instructions> are executed as long as the counter <INT_Var> is not 

greater than the <END_VALUE>. This is checked before executing the 

<Instructions> so that the <instructions> are never executed if 

<INIT_VALUE> is greater than <END_VALUE>. 

 

When <Instructions> are executed, <INT_Var> is always increased by <Step 

size>. The step size can have any integer value. If it is missing, then it is set to 

1. The loop must also end since <INT_Var> only becomes greater. 
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Example: 

 

FOR Counter:=1 TO 5 BY 1 DO 

Var1:=Var1*2; 

END_FOR; 

Erg:=Var1; 

 

Let us assume that the default setting for Var1 is the value 1. Then it will have the 

value 32 after the FOR loop. 

 

Note: <END_VALUE> must not be equal to the limit value of the counter 

<INT_VAR>.  

For example: If the variable Counter is of type SINT and if  <END_VALUE> is 

127, you will get an endless loop. 

 

WHILE loop 

 

The WHILE loop can be used like the FOR loop with the difference that the 

break-off condition can be any Boolean expression. This means you indicate a 

condition which, when it is fulfilled, the loop will be executed. 

 

Syntax: 

 

WHILE <Boolean expression> 

<Instructions> 

END_WHILE; 

 

The <Instructions> are repeatedly executed as long as the <Boolean_expression> 

returns TRUE. If the <Boolean_expression> is already FALSE at the first 

evaluation, then the <Instructions> are never executed. If  <Boolean_expression> 

never assumes the value FALSE, then the <Instructions> are repeated endlessly 

which causes a dead lock and if no special means are taken (like the use of EXIT), 

then the PC might get locked in this loop. 

 

Note: The programmer must make sure that no endless loop is caused. He does 

this by changing the condition in the instruction part of the loop, for example, by 

counting up or down one counter or by using the EXIT command. 

 

Example: 

 

WHILE counter<>0 DO 

Var1 := Var1*2; 

Counter := Counter-1; 

END_WHILE 
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The WHILE and REPEAT loops are, in a certain sense, more powerful than the FOR loop 

since one doesn't need to know the number of cycles before executing the loop. 

Therefore, in some cases one will only be able to work with these two loop types. If, 

however, the number of the loop cycles is clear, then a FOR loop is preferable since it 

allows no endless loops. 

 

 

REPEAT loop 

 

The REPEAT loop is different from the WHILE loop because the break-off 

condition is checked only after the loop has been executed. This means that the 

loop will execute at least once, regardless of the wording of the break-off 

condition. 

 

Syntax: 

 

REPEAT 

<Instructions> 

UNTIL <Boolean expression> 

END_REPEAT; 

 

The <Instructions> are carried out until the <Boolean expression> returns TRUE. 

 

If <Boolean expression> is produced already at the first TRUE evaluation, then 

<Instructions> are executed only once. If <Boolean_expression> never assumes 

the value TRUE, then the <Instructions> are repeated endlessly which causes a 

relative time delay. 

 

Note: The programmer must make sure that no endless loop is caused. He does 

this by changing the condition in the instruction part of the loop, for example by 

counting up or down one counter or the use of EXIT. 

 

Example: 

 

REPEAT 

Var1 := Var1*2; 

Counter := Counter-1; 

UNTIL 

Counter=0; 

END_REPEAT; 

 

EXIT instruction 

If the EXIT instruction appears in a FOR, WHILE, or REPEAT loop, then the 

innermost loop is ended, regardless of the break-off condition. 
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SFC Qualifier 

The following information should be useful to users of the SFC language.  

In order to associate the actions with IEC steps the following qualifiers are available: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Memory 

Allocation For Variables 

 

The following drawing gives a graphical representation of the memory allocation when 

using the IEC addressing.  

 

The meaning of the abbreviations is: 

MSB: Most significant bit 

LSB: Least significant bit 

 

The lowest row represents the single bits. These bits are collected into Bytes, which by 

themselves are parts of a Word, and they again are part of a Dword. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N Non-stored The action is active as long as the step. 

R Overriding 

Reset 

The action is deactivated. 

S Set (Stored) The action is activated and remains active 

until a Reset. 

L Time 

Limited 

The action is activated for a certain time. 

D Time 

Delayed 

The action becomes active after a certain 

time as long as the step is still active. 

P Pulse The action is executed just one time if the 

step is active. 

SD Stored and 

Time 

Delayed 

The action is activated after a certain 

time and remains active until a Reset. 

DS Delayed and 

Stored 

The action is activated after a certain 

time as long as the step is still active and 

remains active up to a Reset. 

SL Stored and 

Time 

Limited 

The action is activated for a certain time. 
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